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MISSION STATEMENT
Artist Profile is a quarterly journal of in-depth interviews with
contemporary artists from Australasia and around the world.
Our writers speak to some of the most dynamic artists working today
about their current projects, ideas and practical approaches. Readers
gain intimate knowledge of artists’ methods, preview works in
progress and discover the places, people and life experiences that fire
an artist’s imagination.
Artist Profile commissions informative, accessible essays, original work
from artists, scholars and other thinkers to stimulate debate around
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past and present ideas of what art is, and what it means to live and
work as a visual artist.
Artist Profile also sponsors exclusive lectures, exhibitions and other
arts projects to foster appreciation of the arts, working in tandem with
the magazine to make the creative output of talented artists available
to collectors, industry professionals, educators and other artists.

EDITORIAL ENQUIRIES
Editor
Kon Gouriotis
e: kgouriotis@artistprofile.com.au
artistprofile@artistprofile.com.au
t: 02 9810 2287
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READER PROFILE
Our audience is diverse, educated and professional, reflecting the
exciting spectrum of magazine and visual art consumers. Reader
feedback surveys show collectors, curators, artists and educators
buy Artist Profile for its highly readable interviews, broad selection
of artists and accessible presentation of issues and events in the
Australasian and international arts scenes.
Our readers want authoritative interviews they won’t find elsewhere
and want to engage with artists through personal, sophisticated
editorial — not relying on lists of what’s ‘hot’ to buy. Artist P readers
are not only affluent, passionate collectors and regular gallery visitors
but are curious about the minds and ideas behind the art.

Artist Profile started with a simple premise 11 years
ago – to offer readers access to the kinds of inspired
conversations artist have about their work among
themselves and in the studio. Artist Profile is now sought
after by a growing audience here and abroad, providing
a unique window on the working lives of creative talent.
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Artist Profile offers unmatched presence
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DISTRIBUTION

3000 loyal subscribers
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unique visits per
Newsagents, bookstores and art supply
including Eckersleys and at all ma jor
through Newslink.

including National Gallery of Australia,
Art Gallery of NSW, National Gallery of
Victoria, Queensland Art Gallery, Museum

Q U A R T E R LY

Followers:

6,600

active users
per year
and growing.
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Suzanne Archer | Moving
Forwards, Looking Back
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Ngarra: the texta drawings
By Lucy Stranger | November 30, 2016

This brief essay is on my friend Paul Partos,
his story and the times he passed through
is complex.

You don’t have to be an avid follower of
Aboriginal art when it comes to the
fascinating pull of Ngarra and his life, as
told...

4 days ago

5 days ago

By Guy Stuart | December 1, 2016

It has been a great year for Suzanne
Archer. And 'Moving Forwards, Looking
Back – A survey 1969 – 2016' is point of
celebration on...
3 hours ago
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Paul Partos | The Journey of a
Painter

By Artist Proﬁle | December 5, 2016

enthusiasts - mymagazine.com.au
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DIGITAL
MAG
Regional cities understanding the
arts
By Joe Kinsela | November 30, 2016

Digitally on iPad, Mac, PC and Android

Joe Kinsela speaks with SAM Director
Rebecca Coates about the contemporary
vision of Benalla and Shepparton - rural
cities that are planning to expand...

Karen Mills

By Sara Sweet | November 29, 2016

Indigenous artist Karen Mills creates her
own style of painting and imagery, fusing
themes hemes of identity, the connection
and disconnection with culture.
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made up of all of its component parts, which are of a particular scale,
and when you examine that scale everything had to be right to the
smallest detail. The works essentially weren’t about the detail, but the
detail had to be there.
What sparked your interest in Australia?
When I was a student at the Museum School I saw a very small
exhibition of Australian Aboriginal utilitarian objects at the Peabody
Museum at Harvard. I’d never seen anything quite like it. It was the
pared back aesthetic that I was really excited about. A friend and I
decided that we wanted to have some adventures and Australia was
one of the places we talked about. We went to see the Dean about
dropping out of school and we applied for passports and we got draft
notices instead – the Vietnam War was on at the time. Luckily the
Dean was a very reasonable guy and he let us back in. In a funny way
he became a guy that I used to think about a lot when I was working
at Sydney College of the Arts, especially during those years when I
was the Pro-Dean of the faculty.
You were commissioned to create ‘Goodbye carpet, goodbye small
door’ by the Newcastle Art Gallery in 1983. It was charged with
energy by the play with light and dark, and placement of arrows.
What were you exploring?
It was a very psychologically intense piece, really charged emotionally.
You are looking at these two identical rooms – in terms of dimensions
and shape – one side is literally a dark side and much more primal
inside, with the earthen floors, flame and shadows, while the other
side was probably was almost “renovated” as if memory itself had
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been papered over, so to speak. The arrows were sources of energy;
I saw these things as almost being an accumulation of thoughts. The
latent potential of energy in these things, and in the darkened room
with all of the burnt holes in the walls, it’s as if some sort of event had
occurred in there before, and whether it was the same event, you
don’t know. It was a work that was very cinematic in terms of a
kinetic element that was latent in the work, with the flames, light and
arrows. It created a kind of hallucinogenic effect by moving the eyes
across the work. By not physically entering into the work you had to
imagine being in the work, which is much more powerful.
There is a life cycle in your works – resurrecting found objects and
old drawings. What is the importance of time in your process?
Some of these works have extended over time, to years. It is a
continuum of time when you actually get to experience yourself and
the work in different stages through different increments of time. In
the end it becomes one big continuum. ‘Nocturnal Emissions’ is the
very first work that I started to make after arriving in Australia. It has
another drawing underneath it. The materials are not archival, it was
just paper that I could afford to buy. I knew that eventually, in time,
the paper would become brittle and start to crack, revealing the
drawing underneath. When you look really closely you can now see
some of the linework that is visible through the oil-stained areas in
the work. The whole idea was that this thing would ultimately reveal
itself through its own lifespan as well.
Your recent exhibition, Alone at last, at Defiance Gallery was a
long time in the making …
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I want you to have this painting |
Amber Boardman
By Amber Boardman | November 25, 2016

Calling all artists, Amber Boardman wants
to hear from you.
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Issue #44
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ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES
Size
National Advertising Manager
Jill Trochei
e: jtrochei@artistprofile.com.au
t: 02 9810 2287

255mm x 100mm

No bleed
All dimensions: height x width

TECHNICAL SPECS
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Please supply ads as high resolution (300dpi), CMYK pdf files.

•

All fonts must be outlined or embedded in the PDF.

•

Image resolution must be 300dpi at 100% of printed size.

•

Do not enlarge images more than 20%

•

No Spot colours.

•

Black text level type should be 100% black only.

•

Total ink weigh should be less than 300%. (Never use 100%
of all 4 colours)

•

Digital files must be prepared to the correct final size - check that
type, trim and bleed areas are correct.

•

Ensure all live elements you wish to print are kept within the
type safe area.

•

Emailed files must be less than 10MB

•

For files larger than 10MB please use either:
- Dropbox, WeTransfer or
- Hightail www.hightail.com

Need help creating your advertisement?
Please supply high resolution images, logos and all text copy
to be used in the advertisement.

ADVERTISING MATERIALS
Email ad material or print ready PDFs to:
artistprofile@artistprofile.com.au
Art Director
Kim Gregory
e: kgregory@artistprofile.com.au
t: 02 9810 2287

DIGITAL OFFERING
Alongside the magazine, Artist Profile’s digital platforms
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continue to evolve, you won’t miss a thing if you’re connected
via our dynamic social media networks and subscribed to our
monthly eNewsletter, all of which keep you abreast of what’s
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going on in the art world the whole year round.
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great way for advertisers to reach their target audience.
With an open rate of over 40%, the eNewsletter features
3 advertisment spaces - 2 dedicated to promoting gallery
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call for entries.
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